
 

NASA unveils missing pieces in journey to
Mars

October 9 2015

  
 

  

NASA says the United States is closer to sending American astronauts to Mars
than at any point in history, but that many challanges remain before humans can
set foot on the red planet
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 NASA has outlined the many challenges that remain before humans can
set foot on Mars, calling the problems "solvable" but setting no firm date
for an astronaut mission to the Red Planet.

Updated details of the US space agency's Mars strategy were contained
in a 36-page document released to the public late Thursday, ahead of
upcoming talks with Congress about budgets for space exploration and a
major international meeting of the space industry to be held in Jerusalem
next week.

Astronauts who journey to Mars could spend three years in deep space,
where radiation is high and so are the risks of cancer, bone loss and
immune problems, said the document, called "NASA's Journey to Mars:
Pioneering Next Steps in Space Exploration."

"Living and working in space require accepting risk, and the journey is
worth the risk," it said, calling Mars "an achievable goal" and "the next
tangible frontier for expanding human presence."

But some experts said the report—which included no schedule or
budget—was weak on key details.

John Rummel, senior scientist at the SETI Institute, said the document
contained "curious shortcomings," noting that it only mentioned the
terms "food" and "air" once, without elaborating on how astronauts will
grow food in space in order to survive.

It also ignored "the fundamental issue of contamination risk" if Mars is
found to host tiny life forms, or if humans take them there by accident,
Rummel told AFP.
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"The document does not address how the question of whether Mars
provides a 'home to microbial life' today will be answered, or when, nor
what that discovery would mean to future exploration," he said.

"Without sufficient care, Earth contamination could be misread as Mars
life."

  
 

  

Astronauts who journey to Mars could spend three years in deep space, where
radiation is high and so are the risks of cancer, bone loss and immune problems,
NASA says

'Closer' than ever

NASA administrator Charles Bolden said in a statement that the US
space agency is "closer to sending American astronauts to Mars than at
any point in our history."
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Bolden, a former astronaut, said he looked "forward to continuing to
discuss the details of our plan with members of Congress, as well as our
commercial and our international partners, many of whom will be
attending the International Astronautical Congress next week."

The plan ahead is divided into three stages, the first of which is already
under way with testing and experiments on human health and behavior,
life support systems like growing food and recycling water, and 3-D
printing aboard the International Space Station.

The second phase, called "Proving Ground," begins in 2018 with the first
launch of the new deep space capsule Orion atop the most powerful
rocket ever built, known as the Space Launch System, or SLS.

After that, the space agency plans to practice other missions in the area
of space between the Earth and Moon, or in the Moon's orbit, known as
cislunar space.

These include sending a robotic spacecraft in 2020 to lasso a boulder
from a near-Earth asteroid and ferry it to an area in deep space that
astronauts can investigate.

"NASA will learn to conduct complex operations in a deep space
environment that allows crews to return to Earth in a matter of days,"
said the report.

The third phase involves living and working on Mars' surface and in
transiting spaceships "that support human life for years, with only
routine maintenance," as well as "harvesting Martian resources to create
fuel, water, oxygen, and building materials."

NASA gave no precise dates or details for this phase in the report,
though one graphic mentioned "human missions to Mars vicinity in
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2030+."

The investments outlined in each of the three phases "are affordable
within NASA's current budget," the report said.

Obstacles remain

As NASA presses further into space, the agency acknowledged that the
problems will grow more complex.

"Future missions will face increasingly difficult challenges associated
with transportation, working in space, and staying healthy," said the
report.

NASA also said it needs to develop adequate space suits to protect
against the hazards of deep space exploration, and must test advanced
solar electric propulsion to power spacecraft efficiently.

Before humans ever set foot there, global space agencies are planning a
series of new robotic rovers, adding to those already sent by NASA,
including the Curiosity rover which touched down in 2012.

Even that rover's spectacular sky-crane powered landing must be
completely revamped for a human-scale landing, which would be 20-30
times heavier.

A vehicle to lift humans from the surface of Mars into Mars' orbit is also
needed, and is considered "critical to crew survival."

"NASA will have to learn new ways of operating in space," said the
report.

"Overcoming these challenges will be essential on the journey to Mars."
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